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lnstructions
o Use black ink or ball-point pen.
o Fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name,

centre number and candidate number.
Answer all questions.
Answer the questions in the spaces provided
- there may be more space than you need.
You must show allyour working.
Diagrams are Nor accurately drawn, unless otherwise indicated.
Calculators may be used.
If your calculator does not have a z button, take the value of r to be 3.142
unless the question instructs otherwise.

lnformation
o The total mark for this paper is B0
o The marks for each question are shown in brackets

- use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice

c Read each question carefuily before you start to answer it.o Keep an eye on the time.
a Try to answer every question.
o Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Answer ALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

as a decimal.

o- 1

(Total for Question 1 is 1 mark)

2 Write 0.3 as a percentage.

3o
(Total for Question 2 is I mark)

3 Write the number 2538 correct to the nearest hundred.

2 Soc'
(Total for Question 3 is 1 mark)

4 Here are the first 4 terms of a sequence.

29
-tl t*l

(a) (i) Write down the next term in the sequence.

(ii) Explain how you got your answer.

esh+

(b) Work out the lOth term of the sequence.

,"1tl.'. tc-rrut
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5 Here are four digits.

7349
(a) use three of these digits to write down the largest possible 3-digit number.

(b) Here are four different digits.

P_ut one of these digits in each box to give the smallest possible answer to the sum.
You must use each digit only once.

ci:"1 t
)

qlrt"f-or Qse$iqt i h ? n?rBs)

lt /2 | 3,S, (, tert{
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6 Write down all the factors of 30

.|><3s
IS

3>t tCl
?S re,

btal for tion6is2marks
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7 David has twice as many cousins as Becky.
Becky has twice as many cousins as Nishat.

Nishat has 6 cousins.

How many cousins does David have?
*bNj
t2- zv 6

?+
(Total for Question 7 is 2 marks)

S (a) Find the value of JL44 x 3/1

2- Z&
\"1

(b) Find the value of (3.54 - 0.96)'z - 4.096

2: 56oLt-
{x}

(Total for Question 8 is 3 marks)
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This is part of a bus timetable between Bury and Manchester"

Bury 08 25 08 55 09 l5 09 30 a9 4s 10 05
*****""")

10 14Whitefield 0B 34 09 04 0924 0939 09 54

Heaton Park 08 46 09 l6 0936 09 5l l0 06 1027

Cheetham 08 56 0926 09 46 l0 01 10 16 t037

Manchester 09 05 09 35 09 55 l0 10 t025 l0 48

(a) How rnany minutes should the 08 25 bus take to go from Bury to Manchester?

Daniel goes from Whitefietd to Manchester by bus.

Daniel takes 17 minutes to get from his house to the bus stop in whitefield.
He takes 15 minutes to get from the bus stop in Manchesterio work.

Daniel has to get to work by l0am.
He leaves his house at 8.45 am.

(b) Does Daniel ger to work by l0am?
You must show all your working.

L <-*** g-, aO 5c-**
q " €)Q.* c\.l.?\-

q : €> Lf 't=r.s q:::rf\r.-q. S fv\*.€{-.res-tq-r
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10 Bronwin works in a restaurant.

The table gives her rates of pay.

Day Rate of pay

Monday to Friday f8.40 per hour

Weekend f.ll .20 per hour

Bronwin worked for a total of 20 hours last week.
She worked 8 of these 20 hours at the weekend.

Show that Bronwin was paid less than f,200 last week.

tr"t\'1-o € bScl'6<=
l,zv €'(+-(' = r\c)c"Ec=l

it1fu<r-\ E. lo,o.L+-6

l-qs= +i,^o^ S2-<> *

(Total for Question 10 is 3 marks)
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11 Last year the cost of a season ticket for a football club was f550
This year the cost ofa season ticket for the club has been increased to f,600

Write down the increase in the cost of a season ticket as a fraction of last year,s cost.

[1:a
.-
<-6 G

1tg .-
s6a

uestion 11 is 2 marks
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12 The diagram shows a scale drawing of a tennis court.

$ . S=<-r^,l

The scale of the drawing is 1 :200

Work out the perimeter of the real tennis court.
Give your answer in metres.

S-*\- Siz-< : 2t-l[ g. ?a S-S

:- 3 3 €-2"-.*'

33 )< 2-o o 66Oe e=rt

6a metres

tion 1.2 is 5 marks
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13 Here are six straight line graphs.

Match each equation in the table to the correct graph.
Write the letter of the graph in the table.

----G-'-f at-ts"rpwe1lqt_""H is 2 marks)

9

Iurn over N'

Gtaph E

Equation Graph

v:2 D
v:x ,tr

x*!:2 t\
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Here are the marks 20 students got in a French test.

.z{ y 
"*" *q" ,gg- pr'

f Ff ,8;-" y;<
(a) Show this information in a stem and leaf diagram.

a + *il

6ta
w(:t-=l<)t

/r" e{
yfl

,Kfr
K ).?/

+

r-qi

I
4

a <; ir 5-661
€)aL\ z-L"'*N

K*.-:, 3 [* -* 3"*

One of these students is going to be chosen at random.

The pass mark in the French test is 71

Omar writes,

The probability that this student failed the French test is

Omar is wrong.

(b) Explain why.
,?

Fo-\ tJ [*j** -lI'
'=\ /' .ff \ €
t" t= F<-*",\ ) : a,3:

.,' (-:. ((-' S qs=l e-S '5fe'i 
-r"'., I I

rt-
f\o_ \, :t- 

,i-i r

btal for Ouestion 14 is 5 marks
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15 Jenny is asked to find the value of 12 _ 2 x 4

Here is her working.

12-2x4:10x4:40
Jenny's answer is wrong.

(a) Explain what Jenny has done wrong.

p;rs-b (€,*-En r*$

-'i\

Rehan is asked to find the range of the numbers 3 1 g 7 5

Here is his working"

Range:5-3:2
This is wrong"

(b) Explain why.

S,a<ep\\"-tt-

{{}

(Rr-f*!_te*t Q*e_sti_o4 15 is 2 marks)
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Alan, Bispah and Chan share a sum of money.

Alan gets I otttre money.
E

1

Bispah gets - of the money.

Chan gets the rest of the money.

Alan gets f2.50

(a) Work out how much money Bispah gets. t1

\ - 
t ,g- 5- -:

F- /v

l

Lli i I I l r , i

f
IA

{:,11

-1 fo

\

Lc -s-<>

(b) Find the ratio
amount of money Alan gets : amount of money Chan gets

Give your answer in the form a:b where a and b are wkrole numbers.

f3 .s<= t-+*>< fr-z-.gk' #l*

rt .?r-->
{"$}

(Total for Question 16 is 5 marks)
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l7 ABC is an isosceles right-angled triangle.

The area of the triangle is !62cm2

Work out the value of x.

rl

I

2-
S:K- : (€ a
13:* : [62-

?-.- : Zx [6 Z:
-:2-:2-?.tgz-

igLU isj marks)

18 work our the value of 2'645 x lo
1. 15 x 103

Give your answer in standard form.

2-3gaa@e

-t6'2_- S>tq
_:R _Lk!d*tale*_e"ejie_uJgJl?*,T?.r_H_

3x cm
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19 The scatter diagram shows information about 12 girls.

It shows the age of each girl and the best time she takes to run 100 metres.

Tirne in
seconds

t2

Age in years

(a) Write down the type of correiation.

..i....i....1....i..-;--i;-: . i

13

F.\ r
f \ 4q$t:i1-:.J
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Kristina is 1i years old.
Her best time to run 100 metres is 12 seconds.

The point representing this information would be an outlier on the scatter diagram.

(b) Explain why.

&* k-L.e [-.*<-

{}
Debbie is i5 years old.
Debbie says.

"The scatter diagram shows I should take less than 12 seconds to run 100 metres.,,

(c) Comment on what Debbie says.

-i\t\'\rL
t)<)arq-rq-:(?"--* f-?etr--r.L* f,--q,wJg-j, \a3,< or^ts iil.a-

F*.o*+bs 92.L er.< -c<gS;
q-rq}pt- : €-)"€t"f A.*^€-t-{-+-rc}.l t.N.t

. "_"*__$pt?I{.o:"-Qgqq{i-o_t _19 is 3 rnarks)

20 Expand and simplify 5(p+3)-2(t-2p)

€f,* rs * 2-t-W

fip.e\3

1p+r3
tisn"-?Q-n -z ***p) "*-

15
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2l Here is a trapezium drawn on a centimetre grid.

On the grid, draw a triangle equal in area to this trapezium.

A, f-
l4"r*_* €i- ffia4r= zit--l+-'t

\
= + (a:**1 ')N c-t_ t [ 8 q-pre

cr*rn"d="s

ion 21 is 2 marks
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When a biased 6-sided dice is thrown once, the probability that it will land on 4 is 0.65
The biased dice is thrown twice.

Amir draws this probability tree diagram.
The diagram is not correct.

first throw second throw

land on 4

land on 4

not land on 4

land on 4

not land on 4

not land on 4

own two things that are wrong with the probability tree diagram.

b*- O'-K nst (f -ZS-
Write d

({) S\" *.,'\,4
(r

o"3
w{Ff a

-(3*6,S-;;
.a-*d', O'6S (ls{:,K H**=

rr{?b rc**d
Q-"kl-terQ+"_**1e-{?-?"is"?q?r"!:.q)" _
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23 ABC is a right-angled triangle.

A

-tt::"-=t";r7('<,ftr{ T€l-t
\ \/

-

t,/\,/ -\\// **\l_'r\
,/c i\ *\

-!---=:

sar*

(a)

C 7cm

k
Work out the size of angle ABC.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

3(- ** €- s
t,/s*'(

\ \\
)

I

\

The length of the side AB is reduced by I cm.

The length of the side BC is still 7cm.
Angle ACB is still 90"

(b) Will the value of cos ABC increase or decrease?

You must give a reason for your answer.

Be€*e
AF@:

'+{:\<\-l-LF-nXCJ 
- 

I C

-1t _-.

ri

<;€s 6"ga= };;s€{<)

E+ l^gF q;4€:r€*'sqe\

"6-K

l]

(Tqtal tq-rQ,lesliqq -zl iq I qarLq-- 
"
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24 There are some counters in a bag.
The counters are red or white or blue or yellow

Bob is going to take at random a counter from the bag.

The table shows each of the probabilities that the counter will be blue or will be yellow.

Colour red white bl

Probability 2^x -)<- U.

counter will be white.

(a) Work out the number of red counters in the bag.

{.; Lq- S +*O. 2-S' : dJ
*l

il;"*' ;-;l -'"-T;*i '.*il
il::;.:q"H*i*3* 5;

There are 18 blue counters in the o"rY' = {e ' \ 
U xcr€

The probability that the counter Bob takes will be red is twic$eH. p.oOuUility that the

2-F: P:o':-
:x-:

R**,\ c. Lxq:a

\,)
()

*'

\
R + <;" t-S=fu€;

C'I\)

A marble is going to be taken at random fiom a box of marbles.
The probability that the marble will be silver is 0.5

There must be an even number of marbles in the box.

(b) Explain why.

(J, : S ?z €-,vF*} nr-*m:b&r erv€--$ Cd L-
<J- 1 S * *"d4 rlvry\L-.;&r: dg<*s ;-lfr;
rlt-lntk€r . C+r-rn<#e !,'ta":*rt*

U..*)F r:\ nr,"*r$*\g

riti'€i€_ p-tuur'rg;rQ,:-

q Lv q (e \,^.-!\--\
JS\ts!

- .(I"lp-1"-{qr-Qrle$"rsr ?{ril*,ar\S "-

\
!,,j1.

i\t'../n

'::'X{
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5-x
25 Solve ^ :2x-7

z

€ :-- > 2- (e--. --n \

5- = t#ce (tf-

S't:\Lt- € l+x- ts)<-

iGEu t \i<

ic= +:5
x: 3*8.

(Total for Question 25 is 3 marks)

20
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26 ABCDE is a pentagon.

D

Angle BCD:2x angle ABC

Work out the size of angle BCD.
You must show all your working.

q,c +- l2-s- e t I <- < 33o:

A^da' (r* ee'l\b\5:^ = J"\ B*a
+ g1€*

<4O- 33e -= 2-\Ou

$=<: ZUO€
><=

e-7o
€Iq-cts;eb-

It{*G
(Total f,or Question 26 is 5 marks)

21
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27 Triangle ABC and triangle DEF are similar.

A

6.4

R-/
(a)Workoutthelength of DF. 'V

*r "<

D€ = 6-/<.><t-S
= A '6 cr41

q-r,t)
.;. "*& 

'!

(b) Work out the length of CB.

rs *l -s

llo
{3}

(Total for Question 27 is 4 marks)

cm

22
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28 Make g the subject of the formula r- 8.6'12

64:a2l- b:

3=z-T-6
(Total for Question 28 is 3 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS
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